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About This Content

Welcome to Lost Contact, the fourth add-on content pack for Alien: Isolation, returning to the epic Salvage Mode.

Trapped in deep space on board Sevastopol, you'll need to explore the station to complete objectives and survive. Can you evade
your enemies across ten waves of challenges, or will you take them head-on?

- The second all new Salvage Mode map, featuring the Lorenz Private Wards and the Emergency Power Plant.
- Play as fan-favourite Axel and equip yourself with the Revolver and Boltgun.

- Try to survive encounters with Working Joes, other humans and the terrifying Alien itself.
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Title: Alien: Isolation - Lost Contact
Genre: Action
Developer:
Creative Assembly, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 10 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32bit)

Processor: 3.16Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo E8500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB (AMD Radeon HD 5550 or Nvidia GeForce GT 430)

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian
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intro

Kind of a one note game, but it's a brown note so it works. Short and sweet with a whimsical bouquet. Doesn't linger on the
pallette longer than it's welcome. Invites you back for another whiff later.. I've usually been more into tactical games like
Combat Mission, etc. So I was a little dubious about how much I would get into this game. I have only played it 7 hours so far. I
have finished the tutorial and am half way thru the US campaign. I have already made my own scenario called, "A River runs
thru it." The editor was probably the easiest one I've ever seen yet quite capable. Have not played the multiplayer yet. But so far
I have to say I am enjoying this game. I spent some time today in the manual to pick up and better understand some of the
games' nuances like cards and unit tokens. I bought the game itself along with both DLCs for less than $35 which isnt too bad. I
think I will get my money's worth. You can always wait for a sale as both Steam and matrix games have them from time to time.
Or, after watching some youtube streams and videos, you can go for it like I did. I am still however, trying to understand the
gold/purchase part of the game and dont particulatily care for that aspect so far. But thats my only complaint so far. Would like
to see some more terrain tiles besides just Normandy and definately some more DLCs like desert war and east front... The
multiplayer (the reason I bought this game) barely functions. The desync issues are so bad that you anyone who's not the host
finds themselves dying across the map from an enemy that they can't see. This game was released from early access far too
early. Would you put this on store shelves without a working multiplayer? There's little to no information on the internet about
the actual functionality problems in this game so hopefully this will shed some light. Don't misunderstand me, this game is not
bad, I find it really fun, but DO NOT buy this game until it's actually worth being f***ing called "fully released". There are
posts back from March and April where the Devs said they were going to fix the desync bugs as fast as they could but nothing
has changed as of yet.. Fun and cute little space shooter. Recommended! ��. This game just released and I read some positive
reveiws, but I felt like it was missing a lot. It's in early access, but I feel like it wasn't really ready yet. There are almost no sound
effects, weapon attacks don't have any impact, and I just didn't enjoy the slow paced outdated combat.

Wait until it gets some more updates.
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EDIT: This game has been abandoned, buy at your own risk.

[This Games 3rd Review]

As Somone Who Has A Love for City Builders and Trains, This is great, and The Best Train Builder/Ridder So Far I can tell,
Also Looks Great, Good Assets, Good Trains (Could Be More), No Lag i7/8gb-ram, Fun and Adictive, Im Building a World
Where Trains Go Thru Cities, Another Great Thing is The Building, And Easy!

+PROS
Trains/Assets and All that: 8.5/10 - Could Be More, But Its Early Acsess so It Doesn't Bother Me :)
Look: The low-poly is Great 7.8/10!
Weather: 7/10 Could be more rain more often and toggle options
Roads: 9/10 Look Good, Could Do With Lines Tho, Or 4 Lane Roads/Bigger Roads or Road With Side Parking Would Be
Good!
Else: 8/10 Yeah
Trains: As a Train-Fan 9/10 Any Train is good :D - Moving on!
Controls: Easy To Learn With-in a day You will know most of them!
Manual: Great and Awesome If You Want to Learn!
Cities: Just Pure Awesome!
Steam Workshop Intergration: Coming Soon, Thats Exciteing!

-CONS
More Trains
Steam Workshop Needed For Maps [PLEASE]
Maybe an Item Selector Menu For Building [Would Be Cool]
Toggle Tilt-Shift/Depth of Field or Other Graphic Settings!
Precise Track Building is Hard - Other Wise Easy!
*Not good Tutorial - Altough I got it quckily.
*No controls Editor - Hmm, Strange!

-BIGGER CONS
Seems To Be Gone** Thats a Bonus!

Awesome Game!
- 8.7/10 - One of The Best!

Get if You Like Trains and Free-Place City Builders!. I've loved the Nancy Drew books since my youth. I'd also apparently
lived under a rock for quite some time because I hadn't known that games were made based in her adventures. I really enjoyed
this game since it was one that made you think and combined some casual games with some not so causal ones. I especially liked
working with the wolf.

That darn Fox and Geese game irritated me greatly though. The man just wouldn't go to the quarter I needed him in. It took
some time to get the wins I needed for that puzzle. I also am now going to have to get a Fox and Geese board for the kids and I.

I really recommend this game to a mystery lover that likes to think. I don't recommend it to those that are used to games that are
just bash and trash.. I really want to give this a positive review, but it has many flaws. While I did have fun playing it, the
physics of the puck and its interaction with your gear is horrible. I couldnt even figure out how to hit the puck out of the way
with my stick once I blocked it. If these bugs are fixed and the blocking feels a lot more realistic, ill definitely give it a positive.
Nothing like having pros shoot super fast pucks at you!. "YOU'RE AWESOME" it said when i finally beat the last level.
Awesome game.
Tight and clean cut puzzles from start to end. Great control system. I always felt it was my fault when i died.
Loved it.. This game is educational, and teaches kids about plants and how they grow. It's a simple game and won't take long to
complete,. If you're a fan of killing (slaughtering) zombies then this one's for you! I love mowing down hundreds of zombies
whilst competing in a race where you can destroy the competitors! Not only that you can upgrade your cars and buy spikes
everywhere and cool slicing things down the side for ultimate zombie annihilation! Sounds too crazy, fast and/or intense? Then
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just casually drive around the city at your leisure carving up zombies as you please. Then there's the fact it's only $10. Srsly guys
buy this game you'll love it!. A nice relaxing game with good graphics and sound effects, ideal for taking a break from killing
and survival games. Maybe a little pricey even at the discounted price but I think still worth it.. A relaxing little puzzle game.

Shoot colorful balls into different orbits around your ship. Group enough of them together and they pop (thus saving your ship
from damage). Seems easy but it gets challenging as the orbits can change based on your actions.

Good value for the low price.. This was a decent and interesting story. I loved getting to know these characters for what I could,
but I do feel like there was a lot of information that just simply never got used like it could have. Regardless, I'm still giving this
a 9\/10 and it's a must read.. I love this game lots of options and you can make it as challenging as you like
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